
                                                                                                
                                                         Matt. 25:14-30

Hook:  Have you ever wasted an opportunity to do something and for one reason
Or another you did not do it, and later regretted it?   (Story…….)

-God has set before us an open door that is there for each of us to use our Time,
Talents and Treasures to bring Him the greatest glory He rightfully deserves.  I 
don’t want to waste them as I know you don’t.

-Matt. 25:14-30 is a parable our Lord told to instruct His disciples—us—on wise
Living.  

-A parable is a related story taking something known by the listeners and
Giving them a truth or principle that they needed to know.   It illustrates truth in 
Vivid ways so the reader….hearer can understand clearly what the teacher is
saying!

-This parable is commonly known as the parable of the Talents or the parable of the
Profitable and unprofitable servants.  It is so valuable for each of us to know, apply
And grow in!

-Read Matt. 25:14-30---Pray

-Three servants each given an amount of money---talents according to their abilities.
The man with much ability was given 5 talents; the man with average ability received
Two talents, and the man with minimal ability received one talent.

-The talent was money, quite a lot of money in fact.  Some have stated that one talent 
was worth a considerable amount of money.  Possibly as much as many years wages. 

-We are living today in the period between Vs. 18 & 19….

-The talents represent opportunities to use our abilities.  God assigns work and 
Opportunity according to our ability.  He does not assign us more talents than we can 
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Handle, but…..We all have been given at least “ONE” talent to be used for His glory. 

-Don’t Waste Them…..

-The three servants fell into two categories:  Faithful & Unfaithful.

-Faithful---Dependable, Trustworthy, One who believes what His master has said and 
Moves on it.  The person who is faithful is consistent, loyal and steadfast with what 
They have been entrusted with.

 
-Unfaithful---are the ones who live in neutral, complacent, unprofitable.  Ones
Who allows fear to immobilize them or paralyze them with anxiety which renders the
person helpless & in affective.  

-The unfaithful person did not purposely do evil, but by doing nothing, he was 
committing sin and robbing His Lord of service and increase!

-The Two Faithful ones put their money to work, each received the same commendation 
From their Lord….21….23!

-Friends it is not the “Portion” but the “Proportion” that made the difference.  These two 
Men were Faithful with what they had been entrusted and invested wisely their portion
To honor their master.

-Their reward was based on faithfulness, not results!

-They started as servants but their Lord promoted them to rulers.  

-They were faithful with a few things and the Lord entrusted them with many things.

-Their faithfulness gave each of them a capacity for greater service and responsibility!

-Friends, this parable suggests that all who are faithful will be fruitful to some degree!
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-These men had worked and toiled faithfully and now they entered into the “Joy”
Of your master.

-Not necessarily meaning Heaven here----but the joyful knowledge that you are 
Doing what is pleasing to the Lord by faithfully using your “TIME, TALENTS AND
TREASURES” that He has entrusted to you for His glory……

-Yes Heaven will Come for us, but we are not saved by our works, we are saved
By grace through faith in Christ alone, and because of us being saved we serve, using
Our T,T,T for His glory!!!!

-This Unfaithful man was unmasked as a hypocrite.  It is possible the one talent
man thought his one talent was not really very important.  He didn’t have the 5 or
even the 2 talents, I only have one…Woe is me, I am not important.

-He proved to be a worthless servant.  His reasoning proved he lacked faith in His 
Master……So vital to see….this unfaithful man had a chance to see the blessing of
God at work….He missed it.  God’s going to get His work done, will we be a part??

-Were it not for the one talent people in our world, very little would get accomplished.
  (story of early days of my first church, no big givers, only a bunch of people making
  A little money---but they invested------in the ministry…..wow!!!)

--Our Lord is the One who entrusts these talents to us---Don’t bury your talent 
 in the ground  and not use what He has entrusted to you!  You will miss out
on seeing God wonderfully at work!

-“The recipients of divine grace inherit immeasurable blessings in addition to 
Eternal life and the favor of God.”

-Faithfulness---being Fruitful does not just happen in a believers life.  It takes place
When:

1.  The Christ follower understands the power of being forgiven, accepted, secure in
Jesus Christ and is looking forward to His return.  
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2.  When we grasp the truth of Maundy Thursday-----Good Friday----Easter and 
Labor intensely----faithfully until He comes!

-Using our T/T/T to bring the greatest glory to His name—

-He is the One that has entrusted them to us!

-May we be found faithful!!
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